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Models on Parade

Tory - After many months of zero progress due to other obligations, I finally completed one for me! This is the Pegasus
limited run 1/72 kit of the Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk. I’ve always loved this little parasite fighter, one of a handful
produced to operate from the US Navy dirigibles Akron and Macon during the 1930s. While very successful in taking off
and landing from the trapeze apparatus, the program was deemed a failure. Both airships ended up crashing due to other
reasons. Only one example of this elegant little fighter survived and is in the possession of the Smithsonian Air and Space
museum.

The kit is actually quite nice and went together well. You are required to scratch build the struts and arresting gear, but
decent plans are included for them. The kit decals were nearly useless and the only markings used were the trapeze logo
and tail numbers. Everything else was either painted on or suitable replacements found in my spare decal collection.
Tamiya and Model Master paints were used and all rigging is fine monofilament.

Bob - This is the Dragon 1/35 M48A3. It is a nice kit and not too complicated. It’s something I’m working on for
2-69AR at Ft Stewart. They want to do a MOH display of a Vietnam fight involving their tanks. I just started.
Their tanks had a field mod of a .50 cal MG for the loader. I am depicting that here. I’m looking forward to
delivering this to the battalion.

It will depict a particular vehicle from 1-69 AR in Vietnam, just before Tet. The driver was awarded the MOH
after his tank became disabled and he took on the NVA with his .45 pistol. When finished, there will be two
crewmen in the turret hatches and the driver outside the vehicle with his .45.

The real vehicle had a .50 cal field mod for the loader. Pictures provided by vets showed the details. I used an
M113 MG mount from a scrap kit, and mounted it sideways per the photos. I also used the DEF mantlet cover.
Other than that, the Dragon M48A3 kit is out of the box.

Tory - after completing the little Sparrowhawk I got a hankering to fiddle around with an A-12 Shrike. I picked up an old
Rareplanes vac form kit a while back and have been itching to have a go with it. I started by just wanting to cut out the
parts to test fit them together and before you knew it I had most of it assembled and in primer. The only parts from the kit I
replaced were the engine, propellor and drop tank. These were digitally modeled and 3-D printed. I snapped off a few
photos after applying the first coat of primer. As you can see it needs some additional filling and sanding and the elevators
need to be evened out!Also lost a trim tab on one of the ailerons that will need replacing.

A-12 after paint. I used Denver and Rio Grande Yellow Polly Scale model Railroad paint for the yellow orange and Tamiya
Sky Blue for the blue. It photographed a little on the dark side.

John E. – Academy 1/48 P-47N just got a coat of Testors Metalizer buffable Aluminum.
In another of my ongoing series of articles on learning from my mistakes I bring you
“Making a Better P-47N in 1/48”.
Or “All I wanted to do was build something out of box but then….”
Without going into too much detail as to how I arrived at this revelation I’ll just cut to the chase. As it was my
experience and the opinion of others, the Academy 1/48 P-47N kit is the best of the bunch….BUT!, the kit has
the wrong engine and cockpit. Not terribly wrong mind you but it was enough to make me stop building my N
and await the proper parts.

The P-47N used the P&W R-2800 C series engine which had a completely different reduction gear housing at
the front of the engine. It is shown above with the P-47D’s B series engine.
For my N model I used the Revell N kit engine and modified it with parts from the Tamiya M kit. The Tamiya M
kit engine went on my Tamiya D which had been converted to an M, this was before I realized that the M
existed in kit form but that’s another story for another time..

Academy cylinders with Revell reduction gear and Tamiya bits at the top, two magnetos and prop governor.
I added an ignition ring too.

Here is the Tamiya engine. It’s the reduction gear housing that’s the difference between the D’s P&W R-2800
B series and the M’s C series engine.
The Tamiya P-47M kit has the right engine and cockpit on a separate sprue. One could use this sprue to make
the Academy kit more accurate and you’ll still be left with a complete Tamiya P-47D-25 (bubble top). So it’s
kind of a win win with the two kits. One more thing, keep the K-13 gunsight that comes with the Academy kit,
this is what the N used.

Tamiya P-47 Sprues

This sprue is for the Tamiya P-47D. In the cockpit, the big differences are the floor and instrument panel.

This is the Tamiya P-47M sprue. The floor and panel are for the M and can be used for the N as well.
It also includes dorsal fins for the M and N and additional bits (not shown) to change the wing. There is one
other major difference in the N wing which is not included on this sprue. As far as I know Tamiya hasn’t
produced an N kit yet.

Dan - AMT (rubbish) 1/24 scale. Easy build once you figure where to place the parts and how to attach
them!!!! ( Can't wait to do a Tamiya kit )
Only thing I did was add the guitar string or was it an acupuncture needle... lol I forgot. ( for the CB antenna )
Either way I like using both!!!

Bob F. – 1/48 F-8 Crusader from Eduard. I believe it is a rebox of the Hasegawa kit with the addition of some
resin and photo-etched parts. The kit included decals from Furball. Built OOB it went together pretty easily. It is
painted primarily with Vallejo ModelAir, the metallic part used Alclad II. The pilot is by Aerobonus.

This paint scheme is that of the CAG for Carrier Air Wing-19 on the USS Ticonderoga during it's deployment to
Vietnam from October 1966 through May 1967. The different colors represent the squadrons of the group. The
aircraft was later destroyed by a SAM on February 14, 1968; the pilot, LT JG Robert McMahan did not survive.
This information was included in the description provided in the instructions.

This may seem a bit macabre but I wanted to get him in the newsletter one last time. This is Jim Rabbitt’s last
model that he was working on. It’s the Zevzda 1/35 Sd Kfz 265 Light German Tank.

Jim’s Wife wants to keep Jim’s model car collection and library together.
It will look better once the boxes are removed

